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Ÿ Carmo et al. [4] studied the process of categorization with very short presentation 
times (13 ms) and showed a different pattern of behavioral results for atypical 
   items in longer (80 ms) presentations in individuals with ASD compared to 
        NT individuals, suggesting a malfunctioning feedback loop. 

Ÿ This difficulty seems to be caused by abnormal categorization of atypical items, whereas 
semantic processing and the categorization process itself appear unimpaired. 

Ÿ One of the less focused characteristics for the diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is 
the semantic system, like the ability to categorize. If individuals with ASD differ in their ability to 
categorize, it is possible that this could be contributing to the more focused impairments like 
social, communication, and behavioral deficits [5].

Ÿ The enhanced perceptual hypothesis [2] assumes that this categorization processes may be 
impaired in individuals with ASD. 

Ÿ In accordance with the coarse-to-fine hypothesis, a typical member of a category can be 
recognized on a basic level (e.g. bird), whereas an atypical item has to be processed on a 
subordinate level (e.g. sparrow) [3]. 

Ÿ Neurotypical (NT) adults are able to categorize items even if the presentations were ultra-rapid 
(20ms; [1]).

„typical“  bird „atypical“ bird

Study Goal

Replicate the original study of both NTs and ASDs regarding ultra-rapid 
categorization [1] and provide further evidence of an impaired feedback loop 
[4] with high-functioning ASD adults by using to different presentation times 
(23ms and 83ms).

Materials

Method

800 animal photographs from the Photo Objects database II & III by Hemera

Task
„Is the picture you see an animal?“ - yes/no response (50%:50%)

Procedure

Participants 
(all male)

ASDs adults
(N = 14)

NT adults
(N = 17)

Statistcis (reliable 
differences when p < .05)

IQ (Raven raw scores) 50.5 (SD = 7.7) 53.5 (SD = 6.0) .418

Age (in years) 32.5 (SD = 8.4) 27.5 (SD = 5.4) .070

Schooling (in years) 14.0 (SD = 2.8) 15.8 (SD = 2.6) .078

200-500ms

23 or 83ms

Response
(up to 1500ms)

Results
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Interpretation (Conditional Accuracy)

In the NT adults we observed no effect of Typicality.

 

Interpretation (Hazard)

In the NT adults we observed no effect of Typicality for neither short nor long presentation time.
In HF ASD adults we observed a Typicality effect for the long presentation time, when they responded 
slowly. Thus, the effect of Typicality gradually emerges as the waiting time increased, showing that the 
effect of Typicality was present when they responded slowly but not when they responded fast.

In the HF ASD adults are more likely to respond correctly to typical than to atypical items, when giving 
fast responses.

The hypothesis of an impaired feedback loop [4] was corroborated here for the first time in conditional 
accuracy functions:

The hypothesis of an impaired feedback loop [4] was corroborated here for the first time in hazard 
functions of response occurence:

Ÿ For the descriptive: The first 1000ms after stimulus onset into time bins of 50ms, resulting in 20 
time bins .

Ÿ For modelling: Generalized linear mixed-effects regression models & Backward-selection [8].
Ÿ For the conditional accuracy model:  Responses between 200 and 800ms.
Ÿ For the hazard model: Responses slower than 200 ms and a censoring time of 800ms.

Event History Analysis is the standard longitudinal method for analyzing time-to-event data [6;7]. 
Since, correct and error responses are not analyzed separately, since these two event types 
cannot be assumed to be independent. Instead we extend the hazard analysis of response 
occurrence with micro-level speed-accuracy tradeoff functions (a.k.a. conditional accuracy 
functions).

The hazard function h(t) = P(T=t|T>=t) gives the conditional probability that a response occurs 
sometime during bin t given that the response has not yet occurred in any previous bin.

The conditional accuracy function ca(t)= P(correct|T=t) which provides the conditional 
probability that a response given in a time bin is correct.
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